Concerted regulation of all hyphal tips generates fungal fruit body structures: experiments with computer visualizations produced by a new mathematical model of hyphal growth.
Filamentous hyphal growth is inherently suited to kinetic analysis, and in many respects the fungal mycelium can be viewed as a very mechanical biological system, which lends itself to mathematical modelling. The mathematics of hyphal tip extension growth are well-established. However, even though a hyphal growth equation can be written with confidence, and we have a good understanding of the effects of tropisms on growth, it is not easy to form a mental picture of the behaviour of large populations of hyphal tips. What is required, and what we believe we have produced, is a mathematical model that is sufficiently sophisticated to produce a realistic visualization of fungal hyphal growth. This provides us with a cyberfungus that can be used for experimentation on the theoretical rules that might govern hyphal patterning, hyphal interactions, and tissue formation and organ development by actually visualizing the virtual hyphal growth patterns that result from different regulatory scenarios. From a series of model experiments the most significant observation is that complex fungal fruit body shapes can be simulated by applying the same regulatory functions to all of the growth points active in a structure at any specific time. No global control of fruit body geometry is necessary. No localized regulation is necessary. The shape of the fruit body emerges from the concerted response of the entire population of hyphal tips, in the same way, to the same signals.